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Replaced wood deck with beautiful stamped concrete.

Gregory Marcario





We had great success getting a new wall built with energy efficient windows and doors. We are happy with All Phase and Rick’s work and the finished project. We would have All Phase back again for other projects.

Sarah W.





We had a complete lentil, supporting the rear of our home, removed and replaced. Rick responded in a timely manner to the dire situation, a potential collapse, and installed a complete bridge under the structure to stabilize it until the reconstruction could be completed. There were linear cracks in the concrete all along the support lentil.  Rick was onsite during all phases of the work, personally supervising, in addition to lending a hand to expedite the work. He included materials into the construction that, somehow, were omitted during the initial construction of the building. These added materials, were  upgraded rebar, PSI strength of concrete, upgraded hurricane straps, upgraded support columns, re-enforcement of steps etc.
 The progress of the work seemed to move smoothly from one phase to another, and the only delay was due weather and waiting for inspections. Each day the work site was left in an orderly state.
 As one might suspect, such work is not inexpensive but considering the quality and quantity of work that was done, it is well worth it to have the peace of mind that it was correctly done.
 I had recommended Rick to friends and he performed tile installation in addition to window replacement to their satisfaction.
 I contracted with Rick because of his timely response, competitive pricing, and I could tell he is an honest professional who takes pride in his work. After I had made the final payment he came to my home and informed me that I had slightly  over payed, and he was refunding the over payment. That has never happened to me before.
 All the above is testament that I made the right decision in hiring Rick Studley’s All Phase Building Concepts. I will hire his company again should the need arise.

Buddy Hall





Rick is the man! He can really do it all from an addition or remodel all the way up to building you a custom house. He knows his business and does the job right!

Riz Hakim





I am very grateful for the attention to detail All Phase provided. Quality work is hard to find! Thanks again!!

Rob De Stefano





I chose all phase building concepts to install my hurricane proof pgt windows and i couldn’t be happier. Very professional team and clean work!

Johnny G





Rick and his crew have done a wonderful job on my VA Special Adaptive Housing remodel.  He was always professional and courteous.  I would recommend him to anyone looking for work done. I know if I every need a reputable I will use him again.

Vickie Carter





Personally knowing Rick I referred him to my next door neighbor. She had nothing but great things to say about him and his professionalism. smiley face

Gordon Wittstock





Rick and his crew are always always highly professional in their work and deliver a phenomenal product at a fair price. His work with handicapped veterans is another way he gives of himself and his company – something that is highly admirable! I would definitely recommend him for any remodeling or construction needs you may have.

Craig Jackson





If you want professional excellent workmanship at reasonable pricing you must call Rick Studley, owner of All Phase Building Concepts.
 He does exactly what he says he will do and more.
 Thank you so much Rick. I will be networking you with all my contacts and my other facilities.
Jody Daniels, Mgr
 Storage Center of Port Richey

Jody Koenig














Contact us for your free quote today!
  Get a Quote 
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